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Abstract

The circular economy promotes a transition away from linear modes of production

and consumption to systems with circular material flows that can significantly

improve resource productivity. However, transforming linear business models to cir-

cular business models posits a number of financial consequences for product compa-

nies as they need to secure more capital in a stock of products that will be rented out

over time and therefore will encounter a slower, more volatile cash flow in the short

term compared to linear direct sales of products. This paper discusses the role of

financial actors in circular business ecosystems and alternative financing solutions

when moving from product-dominant business models to Product-as-a-Service

(PaaS) or function-based business models. Furthermore, the paper demonstrates a

solution where state-of-the-art artificial intelligence (AI) modeling can be incorpo-

rated for financial risk assessment. We provide an open implementation and a thor-

ough empirical evaluation of an AI-model, which learns to predict residual value of

stocks of used items. Furthermore, the paper highlights solutions, managerial implica-

tions, and potentials for financing circular business models, argues the importance of

different forms of data in future business ecosystems, and offers recommendations

for how AI can help mitigate some of the challenges businesses face as they transi-

tion to circular business models.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

The circular economy promotes a transition away from wasteful, lin-

ear modes of production and consumption to systems with circular

material flows that can significantly improve resource productivity

(Ghisellini et al., 2016). A transition toward a circular economy

requires engagement from manufacturing- and product-selling indus-

tries, which must introduce business models that facilitate high utiliza-

tion, endurance, and recirculation of products and materials (Boyer

et al., 2021). For many product companies, the transition to circular

business models (CBMs) has involved introducing Product-as-a-

Service (PaaS) business models that shift ownership of the product
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from the user to the producer (or seller) and enable higher utilization

of products for the users.

Tukker (2004) argues that the economic potential of PaaS busi-

ness models can be evaluated in terms of (i) tangible and intangible

value for the user, (ii) tangible costs and risk premium for the pro-

vider, (iii) capital/investment needs, and (iv) issues such as the pro-

viders' position in the value chain and client relations. PaaS models

therefore increase the incentive of the product company to capture

value from product preservation (where the producer wants to keep

the product attractive and in circulation for as long as possible)

rather than product flow (where the aim is to sell as many products

as fast as possible) (Stahel, 2010). However, selling functions rather

than products can be perceived as a double-edged sword. On the

one hand, it offers great potential for the product company to

improve resource value preservation. On the other hand, it puts

exhaustive demands on the balance sheet and cash-flows. Such

challenges may inspire the perception that PaaS models are “just
too difficult to implement” and therefore put a demand on

more empirical evidence on PaaS as well as practical advice on

how to make CBMs work (Kirchherr & van Santen, 2019).

As such, for businesses to transition from product-based to

service-based CBMs, lack of access to financing and risk assessment

tools to support change-in-ownership models is observed to be a key

obstacle (Rizos et al., 2016). This highlights the importance of financial

actors in facilitating such a transition by understanding and correctly

assessing risks and potential of the new business models (ING

bank, 2015; Toxopeus et al., 2021). However, how alternative risk

assessment and financial solutions could look like to support CBMs

remains unclear. Financial risk assessment models in CBMs would

have to take into consideration a combination of factors regarding the

long-term product value and market conditions and therefore should

have the ability to collect large quantities of product and customer

data. Digital technologies such as AI have the potential to make such

models become feasible (Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2019), hence

accelerate transition to CBMs.

The purpose of this paper is to explore financing solutions and

innovations when moving from product-dominant business models to

PaaS or function-based CBMs. In particular, two research questions

that this paper addresses are as follows:

RQ1. What different financial actors and solutions

could enable PaaS-based CBMs in circular business

ecosystems?

RQ2. How can better predictions of residual values of

products improve risk assessments for CBM?

We set out by describing our frame of reference in Section 2 and

the method used in Section 3. We then present the results regarding

financial solutions for circular business ecosystems in Section 4 and

the results regarding financial risk assessments through AI-based pre-

dictions of asset residual value in Section 5. Section 6 offers a

discussion followed by managerial implications in Section 7. Finally,

Section 8 consists of some concluding remarks.

2 | THEORETICAL FRAMING

CBMs aim to improve resource efficiency—by extending the life spans

of products and parts, by increasing the utilization of products, and by

assuring recirculation of products and materials either through sourc-

ing recycled material in production of a new item or by returning the

product for recycling after its lifetime (Boyer et al., 2021). Previous lit-

erature often defines and categorizes CBMs in relation to how they

improve resource efficiency by implementing the circular

economy principles and strategies (Bocken et al., 2016; Linder &

Williander, 2017; Nußholz, 2017). As such, Bocken et al. (2016,

P.317) defines CBMs as “business model strategies suited for the

move to a circular economy” based on the taxonomy of slowing, clos-

ing, and narrowing resource loops, or Lathi et al. (2018, P.3) propose a

CBM definition “to explain how an established firm uses innovations

to create, deliver, and capture value through the implementation of

circular economy principles, whereby the business rational are rea-

ligned between the network of actors/stakeholders to meet environ-

mental, social, and economic benefits.”
For many major manufacturing and product selling companies,

transition to a circular economy requires business model innovation

as they need to rethink how they create, deliver, and capture value.

CBM innovation therefore refers to the process of conceptualization,

experimentation, and implementation of a new logic for creation,

delivery, and capturing value (i.e., new CBM), which enables realizing

environmental, social, and economic benefits (Chen et al., 2020;

Frishammar & Parida, 2019; Lahti et al., 2018; Neligan et al., 2022).

Moving from the traditional, linear model of take-make-dispose

to a circular model of make-use-reuse-remake-recycle, means that the

firm creates value-in-use rather than in transaction and by bundling its

products with advanced services to allow the products to be shared,

repaired, upgraded, reused, refurbished, optimized, and eventually

recycled (Frishammar & Parida, 2021). Kanda et al. (2021) discuss that

business model as a firm-level unit of analysis has shortcomings in

analyzing the industrial implementation of CBMs and argue for appli-

cation of an ecosystem perspective as an appropriate concept to

understand the high level of coordination required between different

stakeholders necessary to implement circular systems. An ecosystem

perspective can thus support innovation in the context of the circular

economy where value is delivered through enhanced and new part-

nerships with ecosystem actors such as financial actors or service and

technology providers. Moreover, this new logic increases the incen-

tive for manufacturers to retain the ownership of their products and

capture more long-term value from recurring revenues from leasing or

rental fees combined with service contracts, instead of upfront

payments.

Despite the sustainability and long-term economic benefits that

the circular logic for value creation and capture (i.e., the CBM) posits,

it poses challenges to standard financing solutions by (a) changing the

2 FALLAHI ET AL.
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nature of the cash flow of the firm in that the cash flow is delayed

and more long-term cost-effective financing is required to achieve

scalability and (b) increasing capital volume needs to prefinance the

products that will have a long-term and hence riskier return-on-

investment if they fail in retaining value over time (ING bank, 2015).

Therefore, financial barriers are identified as an important category of

barriers to circular economy transitions (Adams et al., 2017;

Govindan & Hasanagic, 2018; Grafström & Aasma, 2021; Kirchherr

et al., 2018; Rizos et al., 2016; Tura et al., 2019; Vermunt et al., 2019).

Henry et al. (2020) recognize that start-ups are more flexible and less

path-dependent than incumbents and thus are relatively well-

positioned to adopt CBMs. They also find, however, that start-ups

with service-based model constitute only a small fraction (9%) of their

start-up sample and that one of the reasons for this is the asset-heavy

innovation needed in combination with lack of financial resources.

Linder et al. (2022) found that PaaS-based CBMs are at a disadvan-

tage in terms of bank financing due to significant challenges related to

both collateral-based and business case-based credit assessments.

While previous literature mostly discusses how manufacturing

companies seek alliances with specialized service companies, digital

actors, and sub-suppliers for value creating and delivery in CBMs

(e.g., Frishammar & Parida, 2019; Lieder & Rashid, 2016; Reim

et al., 2021; Urbinati et al., 2020), not much has been discussed in

terms of the nature of relationships required between financial actors

and product companies in future ecosystems that enhance financing

CBMs. To overcome the financial barriers, both product companies

and financial actors need to reconfigure their roles and strategies in

future business ecosystem. Financial institutions can contribute to

transition to CBMs in two ways; first by helping manufacturers to

make the transition to a circular economy on a financial level by pro-

viding the appropriate financial structure and services; and second by

embodying the principles of the circular economy in their own think-

ing and updating their way of doing business and assessing risks

(Accenture, 2018).

Toxopeus et al. (2021) suggest three financing strategies for prod-

uct companies seeking CBMs: (1) reducing the uncertainty around the

CBM by signaling the future cash flow through customer contracts

and pre-orders (Frishammar & Parida, 2019; Linder &

Williander, 2017), (2) Building relationships with financial actors, sup-

pliers and customers to co-create financeable value proposition and

delivery (Brown et al., 2020; Veleva & Bodkin, 2018); and (3) overcom-

ing the difficulty of lending based on firm-specific assets by enabling

asset-based lending for the CBM through standardization and modu-

larity (Kirchherr et al., 2018) and creating secondary markets to allow

for better pricing of the residual value of circular assets for banks.

While Toxopeus et al. (2021) offers one of the most forward-

looking contributions in terms of financing strategies, they do not pro-

vide guidance for how these strategies can be implemented in practice

and what circular financial solutions could look like. This paper further

investigates required financing solutions for CBMs by collecting both

the perspectives of the product companies and financial actors. It fur-

ther illustrates through an experimental model how residual value of

circular products can be predicted in alternative ways, improving the

collateral-based risk assessments and the pricing of circular assets in

future financial ecosystems. More particularly, the paper illustrates a

model enabled by AI, which draws on open data from second-hand

markets and predicts the second-hand price of a product that can be

one indicator for residual value.

3 | METHOD

The paper draws on results from an empirical research project con-

ducted between 2019 and 2022, which aimed to reduce uncertainties

regarding future value of products and thereby increase the willing-

ness among financiers to be part of the development of new CBMs.

The aim of the study was set based on knowledge from previous stud-

ies that identified financing as a barrier to CBMs due to risks associ-

ated with predicting the residual value of products in a circular

economy (Linder et al., 2022).

We build on analytical frameworks from strategy and business

model literature. Besides the business model as a construct for

understanding the logic of a firm for creating and capturing value

(Fallahi, 2017; Teece, 2010), we employ business ecosystem as a

complementary construct to understand the relationship between

product companies and financial actors, service providers or cus-

tomers that build the foundation for successful CBMs. We draw on

Adner's definition of a business ecosystem as configurations of

strategies and activities across a multilateral set of partners that

need to interact in order for a circular value proposition to material-

ize (Adner, 2012, 2017).

To tackle the first RQ on what financial actors and solutions can

enable PaaS-based CBMs, a series of 25 interviews were conducted

(during 2020, 2021 and beginning of 2022) with actors along the busi-

ness ecosystem, including eight financial actors, two OEMs from

clothing and white goods industries, and six “circularity-enablers”
offering digital and platform-based services such as insurance, sharing

or second-hand marketplaces, and subscription financing solution, see

Table 1.

We first selected two OEMs from two separate sectors, one from

clothing and one from home goods, which have already released a

PaaS CBM to gain perspective on challenges, developments, and

already existing solution they have for financing their CBMs. More-

over, we selected two banks, one insurance company and one public

credit institute, interested in working with CBMs. The initial semi-

structured interviews with these seven actors focused on financing

problem description from their perspective, opportunities they per-

ceived and wishes they had with alternative solutions, how they were

influenced by other actors in the business ecosystem as well as data

access and data needs they had for financial risk assessment in CBMs.

To assure triangulation (Jick, 1979) later we expanded on number

and type of financial actors to include also retail financiers, financiers

with more experience of assessing CBMs and even specialized CBM

financing firms, and we included six circularity enablers covering dif-

ferent parts of the circular business ecosystem. The focus of the inter-

views was on understanding circularity visions and strategies,

FALLAHI ET AL. 3
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valuation of products in CBMs, financial risk assessment, and relevant

data needed in future business ecosystems. Interviews were con-

ducted face-to-face or through online platforms and lasted between

30 and 60 min. After each interview, interview notes were provided

by the researcher(s) present at the interview and reviewed by the rest

of the research team.

A compilation of interview notes and summaries using open cod-

ing was made afterwards and preliminary results were complemented

with group discussions at a workshop in the beginning of 2021, with

three OEMs and three financial actors (two banks and one public

credit institute). The workshop used the business model canvas

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010) as a framework to map new value cre-

ation and value capture logic for a hypothetical financial actor that will

offer financing services to manufacturing companies that sell PaaS in

B2B or B2C contexts (for a detailed agenda of the workshop, see

Appendix A).

Afterwards, the results from the interviews and the workshop

were expanded to involve a broader range of PaaS companies through

a survey about financing PaaS models. The survey was launched in

spring 2021 and investigated the product characteristics and com-

pany's type of PaaS offer (as subscription, function sales, short term/

long term rentals, and/or performance-based), ownership setup, turn-

over, maturity of the PaaS business model, presence of the Paas

model in different markets, as well as needs for financing and financ-

ing solutions available. Moreover, the survey included questions on

the following:

• Company's role in the business ecosystem (supplier, manufacturer,

retailer, platform owner, service provider, or other)

• Company's financing situation in general (e.g., “How have you

financed your PaaS model so far?” and “On a scale of 0-5, how big

a problem is financing for your PaaS business?”),
• What type of solutions they need and what type of actors they

could imagine working with (e.g., “If you think you need external

funding for the next two years, what type of external funding

would you prefer to use?” and “How do you view sharing financing

risk with other players in your value chain, downstream or

upstream? (e.g., customers, subcontractors, platform players)”)
• Their view on how data and digital solutions could help them

(e.g., “What kind of information/data do you think could make it

easier for you to get financing and is this data available (yes or

no)?”).

The survey was designed to take 10–15 min to fill in and it was

sent out (via e-mail or via LinkedIn) to 39 companies that had a PaaS

business model in at least one product or category of products. Com-

panies were chosen to ensure high sample diversity by representing

different (a) industries, (b) type of business (B2B or B2C), (c) company

size, and (d) type of PaaS model. Out of the 39 companies,

24 responded to the survey, which provided a high internal validity of

the results (see Table 2 for an overview of the survey respondents).

Besides structured analysis of the responses to the close-ended ques-

tions, responses from the open-ended questions generated further

TABLE 1 Overview of interviews

Focal company Circular economy focus Role of respondent Nr of interviews

Financier A Merchant bank wanting to explore circular financing

opportunities

Sustainability expert 3

Financier B Merchant bank wanting to explore circular financing

opportunities

Product manager asset finance 3

Financier C Merchant bank with interest in circular financing Head of sustainable finance 1

Financier D Retail bank providing financing for subscription models Sales manager 1

Financier E Product insurance company with interest in circular

risk and financing

Business developer 1

Financier F Public credit institute for growth companies interested

in exploring circular financing

Credit counselor 2

Financier G Financing company offering subscription financing Sales manager partner financing B2B 1

Financier H Start-up financing company specializing in circular

financing

Co-founder and CEO 1

OEM A Outdoor garment with leading sustainability profile CFO 2

OEM B White goods provider, testing PaaS models and

acquiring PaaS company

Business developer 2

Director environmental & EU affairs 1

Enabler A Financing provider for hardware-as-a-service Co-founder and CEO 1

Enabler B Platform for sharing of garments Founder 1

Enabler C Platform for sharing of children's clothing Founder 1

Enabler D Circular insurance provider Founder andbusiness developer 2

Enabler E Second-hand marketplace for wedding dresses Founder 1

Enabler F “Future price provider” for financing of IT equipment Innovation lead 1

4 FALLAHI ET AL.
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input for categorizing alternative financial solutions relative to the

type of PaaS company and its sector. Our sample is not large

enough for claiming high external validity of our findings. However,

the diverse set of actors in our sample in relation to industry/sector,

size, and maturity of the PaaS businesses and the triangulation

method used gives cause to claim a high level of applicability of our

results.

To tackle the second RQ on how better predictions of residual

value or products can improve financial risk assessment, we draw on

arguments provided by Toxopeus et al. (2021) that uncertainties

around the CBM can be reduced by signaling the future cash flows

and in presence of secondary markets to allow for better estimation

of residual values of circular assets. To better understand how residual

value of products can be estimated in CBMs, we first (in the beginning

of 2020) held a workshop with two OEMs, four financial actors (two

banks, a public credit institute and an insurance company), and three

technology enablers where the “Six thinking hats” method

(de Bono, 1985) was applied. The focus of the workshop was on

developing a vision for future circular and digital business ecosystems

by asking the following questions:

Financier point of view:

• What type of information is critical for banks to be willing to take

risks in new CBMs with new collateral?

• What are the most important aspects that digital technologies such

as machine learning can add to risk assessment of collateral in

CBMs, when historical data is missing?

OEM point of view:

• What type of product information could/should product compa-

nies share to support banks' risk assessments of the CBMs?

• How do the OEMs assess risk and opportunities in their own

business?

TABLE 2 Overview of survey respondents

Industry

Type of

business

Company turnover

(MSEK 2019) Type of PaaS model

PaaS as % of total

sales

Garden, DIY, and home

appliances

B2C 0 Subscription 100

Bicycles B2C 0 Subscription, long-term rentals 90

Lighting B2B 0.32 Functional sales, long-term rentals 100

Furniture B2B 50 Long-term rental 20

Sports gear B2C 190 Subscription, functional sales, short-term rental 1

Clothes B2C 1 Short-term rental 50

Entrance mats B2B 51 Functional sales 100

Home appliances B2C 120,038 Subscription, functional sales <1

Clothes B2C 0.033 Subscription 100

Measurement systems B2B 85,000 Functional sales, performance sales 2

Handheld tools B2B 1200 Subscription, functional sales 22

IT equipment B2B 2500 Functional sales, short-term rental, long-term

rental

65

Packaging B2B 0 Subscription, performance sales 100

Furniture B2B 4.7 Subscription 100

Software B2B 2 Subscription 10

Aquaponic equipment B2B 0.5 Subscription, long-term rental 100

Software B2B 2.5 Subscription 100

Signs B2B 28 Functional sales <10

Furniture B2B 113 Functional sales, short-term rental, long-term

rental

20

Coffee machines and vending

machines

B2B 900 Functional sales 100

Sports B2C 0 Short-term rental 40

Batteries B2B 40,000 Subscription, long-term rental Confidential

Camera and video equipment B2B 2.6a Subscription, short-term rental, long-term

rental, rent-to-own

10

Housing B2C 0.33a Long-term rental 100

aConverted to SEK from DKK at the exchange rate 1,3.

FALLAHI ET AL. 5
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• How would OEMs like the financiers to think and act to be able to

expand their CBMs?

Enabling companies' point of view:

• What technologies are critical to enable financing of a transition to

CBMs?

• How can “intermediary technology-based companies”/“innovation
enablers” support this process?

• How could future business ecosystems look like?

• What other technology or enabling roles are there to fill?

A more detailed workshop agenda can be found in Appendix A.

Finally, to approach the question of estimating residual value of

circular assets to reduce the risk in PaaS financing, experiments were

set up to model residual value in used items. For this, data was col-

lected regarding second-hand sales of used items in online auctions.

The dataset contained 88,511 ads for items in the clothing categories

of an online auction site in Sweden. The dataset was split into training,

validation, and testing sets, and a number of machine learning models

were trained and evaluated on the data. The ending price of auctions

were used as the target predictive value. The aim was to obtain a

trained model that could take information about used items (such as

images, text descriptions and seasonal trends) and give accurate esti-

mates for unseen items, to help estimating the value and risk of the

PaaS business. As targets were rather sparse, and presumably contain-

ing substantial amounts of noise, the target values were discretised

into different bins. These bins can be interpreted as price categories

of the investigated products, ranging from low price items to high

price items. See Appendix B for further description of the AI model

and Table 6 for a summary of the price classes.

4 | FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS FOR
CIRCULAR BUSINESS ECOSYSTEMS

Our results confirm the challenges and highlight opportunities and

potential solutions for financing CBMs and the effect on roles and

actors in the business ecosystem. The results from the survey show

that the companies that struggle the most with financing (responding

4 or 5 on a scale from 0 to 5 representing difficulty with financing) are

companies that want to scale relatively low-valued product, such as

clothes and sports articles, and/or products that are new in the PaaS

space and that do not have established second-hand markets, such as

cameras, lighting, and aquaponics equipment.

The survey results also show that the majority of the respondents

look for traditional financial actors to collaborate with, when scaling

PaaS business models. The smaller start-ups often look for venture

capital and other types of owner investments, and companies that sell

(access to) relatively high-value products, such as coffee machines, IT

equipment or office furniture, often see leasing companies as a natural

partner. Several of the respondents also wish that their bank could

offer a flexible solution for “PaaS scale up credit.” A few of the

respondents already use less traditional financing solutions involving

actors in different part of the value chain (mainly suppliers, but also

customers and retailers), and a clear majority of the respondents are

positive to these kinds of collaborations.

Based on the lending technologies employed by banks to assess

credit risk (Berger & Black, 2011; Berger & Udell, 2006) and earlier

studies in the PaaS financing space (Linder et al., 2022;

Toxopeus et al., 2021), we identify and categorize our results on

financial solutions and opportunities for PaaS-based CBMs into three

groups:

1. asset-/collateral-based, where the asset (product or contract) used

as collateral can be liquidated by the financier in case of default of

the product company, and the residual value thus realized.

2. business-case-based, where the loan repayment capacity of the

product company is assessed through future business projections.

3. relationship-based, where the trustworthiness of the team behind

the business is assessed, together with its collaboration partners.

Asset-based solutions can be enabled through standardized, modu-

lar, and adaptive product designs (Kirchherr et al., 2018), which keep

the product attractive and retain its value over a longer period, hence

allowing for better estimation of the residual value of circular assets

for banks (Toxopeus et al., 2021). For products to be continuously

attractive and thus attract customers with a sufficient willingness to

pay, it is required that over time they are not only technically sustain-

able (do not break down) but also functionally (can be upgraded to

new needs), esthetically (can withstand fashion fluctuations), and

socially (what is acceptable and what works with current policies) sus-

tainable (Nyström, 2019). This facilitates the dialogue with investors,

where maintaining value over time for the products is important with

regard to stable financial security.

Moreover, PaaS companies should preferably not grow faster

than a second-hand market with residual value statistics would have

time to be built up. Financiers find it easier both to assess the value

of and—in case of default of the product company—to liquidate

the products when an aftermarket exists. This indicates that there is a

need to build an aftermarket, and that this might be easier in the

presence of other industrial players offering similar products and

services.

“A large secondary market increases the opportunities

for borrowing, even if the values are relatively low indi-

vidually. But everything that can be sold on a second-

ary market is good and can in principle be mortgaged.

Here, the residual values can be very important. It is

important to understand these residual values over

time.”— Financier B

Contract lending based on large contracts and long contract

periods can be an alternative to object financing. Short notice periods,

on the other hand, are critical for customers in some service models,

and would deteriorate the loan case. In those cases, the mass of

6 FALLAHI ET AL.
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customers, for example in a subscription model, could, however, con-

stitute a redundant inertia and thus a sufficiently secure mass of con-

tracts for the financier. If the dropouts begin to exceed the number of

customers, or the consumer behavior declines among existing cus-

tomers, the company has time to gradually sell a corresponding pro-

portion of the capital-binding objects. Contract lending is particularly

suitable when the service is based on low-value products or where

the services themselves are what create value rather than the hard-

ware. Also, this scenario is simplified if there exist (several) other

industrial players that could potentially take over the contracts of the

product company, in case of default.

Leaseback is a solution where the product company sells the

product to a finance company and then leases them back with interest

and with a repurchase clause. The customer relationship stays with

the product company, and the balance sheet value and the risk are

then moved to the leaseback financier. A financier specializing in such

credit solutions could be considered a more secure and less risky

debtor than each product company by itself.

Lease-on-lease. Transfer the PaaS model in the value chain—

either to suppliers or customers. Creating “leasing chains” is a way of

transferring the risk along the value chain to where it could most eas-

ily be incorporated into (the balance sheet of) a running business, or

to the final user (in B2C cases).

Stepwise loans within a larger loan frame, can be an alternative

solution where a successive scale-up of credit is needed. A gradual

upscaling of the business can allow a stepwise increase of the credit

based on, for example, the total amount of subscriptions from sub-

scribers, without needing to perform a full-scale credit check

each time.

Business-case-based solutions are enabled by the product company

showcasing the profitability and growth potential of the CBM

(Frishammar & Parida, 2019; Toxopeus et al., 2021). The business

model should preferably show greater potential than the linear model

if the latter is still in operation. The depreciation rate and the time

period for comparison should be picked in order to secure this. It is

also good to present the risks associated with the linear business

model, such as increasing concern for supply of raw material and

inputs, changing customer preferences and more focus on sustainabil-

ity and business solutions that tackle climate change. New ventures

are always considered more risky than existing ones, but in a changing

environment the risk of inertia is often underestimated.

The product company can signal high-quality forecasted revenue

streams as they can estimate the year's sales figures in advance (exist-

ing monthly revenue from existing customer base plus new customers

minus dropouts, so-called churn). This is an important aspect in dia-

logue with financiers so that a positive inertia in revenue streams or

early warning signals such as a downward trend can be detected. The

product company can also choose more in advance to use the future

margin to increase growth (e.g., by investing more in communication)

or to consolidate and reduce the growth ceiling (increase profit). A

large number of customers (as in B2C) also creates redundancy and

thus financial stability, which can be a considerable advantage, espe-

cially for business models with low-value products.

“Some customers say that they wish these models with

stable revenue streams were already in place. ‘Too bad

they were not in place before covid-19’, they say.”—
Financier B

Moreover, it is important to reduce financial risks with controlled

growth. Excessive exponential growth of business models that have

their best profitability in the latter part of the product life cycle (when

the product cost has been fully depreciated but the product is still

attractive) leads to the potentially negative margins of new, yet

unprofitable units overshadowing those that have become profitable.

This is a risk particularly when a fast depreciation rate of the assets is

applied, and where it could be mitigated with a balanced growth rate.

“The problem with start-ups that want to grow fast: If

they accumulate capital faster than they will earn the

profit of older depreciated garments, then they will

never reach profitability.”— Financier F

A solution that is fundamentally different from the two solutions

above, is to use the so-called LTV/CAC ratio (Lifetime Value/

Customer Acquisition Cost) to convince the financier of coming profit-

ability. Instead of relying on trustworthy forecasts based on the exist-

ing customer base, this solution speculates on the profitability of

future customers. This could be particularly useful for small companies

in the early stages, with highly attractive service offerings. The total

future value from a new customer (LTV) can be, for example, three

times greater than the cost of bringing in that customer (CAC) and

then the customer is considered profitable even if the revenue comes

later. If the ratio is positive, the company theoretically becomes richer

the more it grows. For the financier, the risk should be reasonable if

the ratio is positive, and even smaller if the company can ongoingly

repay the capital plus interest, based on future income.

Relationship-based solutions include opportunities for collabora-

tion and defining new roles in the business ecosystem, where credit

services are developed together with and for new actors and for solu-

tions combining several actors. Access to finance can be facilitated

directly through relationship building with customers and banks

(Toxopeus et al., 2021). Financing from customers can be in the form

of crowdfunding or pre-payments, especially in the case of having an

engaged and loyal customer base. In part, customer financing provides

capital, but it also gives a signal of stability to future financiers if the

company has a broad customer base with many owners crowdfunding

the business.

“Rental customers could be co-owners/micro-investors

with kickbacks, mouth-to-mouth-method, references

etc. (like when Uber started out in Sweden). This

could also be a good basis for a bank loan ‘on top’.”—
Financier A

Besides customers, building a close collaboration with the finan-

cier can also facilitate relationship-based financial solutions. In

FALLAHI ET AL. 7
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addition to better understanding the business, revenue streams, and

the value of the products over time, this provides opportunities for

the financiers to explore and understand the roles they can play in the

new circular business ecosystem, such as taking a position as a strate-

gic advisor and to develop new credit products and services based on

deep industry expertise. Involving the customer of the PaaS company

in these dialogues could strengthen the case further. Closer collabora-

tion between the PaaS company and the bank could allow for small-

scale “in blanco loans”, where the financier takes a deliberate risk with

the purpose of developing the business and learning. A potential solu-

tion that has been identified in our study—and that could be seen as a

next step after building competence and collaborating closely with

customers—is to start industry-specific financing vehicles. As finan-

ciers gain a deeper understanding of an industry with its customers,

products, and trends, specializing in financing solutions for that indus-

try is a risk minimizing strategy.

“There is a possibility that the development will be

more towards niche financiers, who know their indus-

try and/or their objects. It has always been like that,

but it could develop even more. It could even develop

towards a role that is not only a financier, but also part

of the value chain.”— Financier B

Customer relationships as well as specialized partner relationships

can make the entire business case stronger and more stable. Today,

there are companies that specialize in special insurance, recycling,

repair as well as in providing (or realizing) the residual value of the

product. A lot can be achieved in the short term in collaboration with

them instead of trying to do everything in-house, which often requires

a lot of time, focus, and resources and which may still not become

equally good in the end. Table 3 summarizes the 15 different financial

solutions presented in this paper.

5 | FINANCIAL RISK ASSESSMENT
THROUGH AI-BASED PREDICTIONS OF
ASSET RESIDUAL VALUE

Our workshop findings suggest that data on asset residual value are,

together with data on the customer's customers (payment statistics,

churn, lifetime value), the most important type of data needed to

assess the risk of the credit case. The financial actors identify that

both customer and contract data, which reflect the state of the busi-

ness rather than the value of an asset, will become increasingly impor-

tant as PaaS-based businesses become more common. There is still,

however, a strong focus on asset value, which points at the impor-

tance of the AI-based predictions also carried out in the project. A

thorough technical description of the AI-based modeling work can be

found in Listo Zec et al. (2022). Our data-based research shows that

with the help of AI it is possible to predict residual value data

(e.g. price levels and how quickly the products can be sold) but that it

takes time to train the intelligence for each product and industry and

that the open source range of information is often limited to open

second-hand market platforms, such as on-line auction sites.

“Resale value of equipment can change over the term

of the contract. Here, AI can help to continuously

assess resale value.”— Financier B

Results from the data-driven experiments carried out in this pro-

ject to model residual value in used items showed that the online auc-

tion ads contained sufficient signal in user uploaded images and text

descriptions to make coarse-grained predictions of the residual value

of used items based on the existing data. We trained a multilayer per-

ceptron (MLP) and a logistic regression and compared them using dif-

ferent data as input (text and/or images). The results are summarized

in Tables 4 and 5. See Appendix B for more details of the modelling.

TABLE 3 Overview of financing solutions per category

Solutions/categories Asset-/collateral-based Business case-based Relationship-based

Adaptive product design X

Build an aftermarket X

Contract-based lending X

Leaseback X

Leasing chains X

Stepwise loans X

Compare with and outperform the linear model X

Consider the linear risk X

Show high-quality revenue streams X

Controlled growth X

Show LTV/CAC ratio X

Customer financing X

Closer collaboration with financier X

Industry-specific financial actors X

Specialized partner relationships X

8 FALLAHI ET AL.
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Further, our analysis shows that in the rare event of a failure of

price predictions, the model will still be close to the correct price

range and does not over- or underestimate to a large extent. This can

be seen in Figure 1, which shows a confusion matrix of the best per-

forming model's predictions, and it is further emphasized in Figure 2,

which shows the difference between true classes and predicted clas-

ses (see Table 6 for description of classes and price ranges). Each row

in the confusion matrix represents the true class, while each column

represents the predicted class by the model. It shows how often the

model predicts the correct label (the diagonal) and how often it per-

forms a classification error. A perfect model would have a score of 1.0

in the diagonal.

We also wanted to evaluate if the model could estimate the

value of a stock of items. To do that, we ran the best performing

model (i.e., the MLP) (bigram + image) through the 17,704 items in the

test set and calculated the sum of the predicted price ranges. We dis-

carded all 1773 items in class 8 (401+ SEK) since they did not have an

upper range. The resulting estimate of the stock was 1,263,419–

1,928,556 and the true value of these items is 1,711,444 SEK, which

lies in the predicted price range. Our results thus show that the model

is able to estimate also the value of a stock of items.

The results from the AI-based modeling experiments thus suggest

that there is sufficient signal in the collected data to make coarse-

grained predictions about price categories. While the data may have

significant differences compared to data that can be envisioned being

used in PaaS companies' stock inventories, the results indicate that

given the correct data as input, it is possible to predict price ranges of

used clothing items, both at individual and aggregated level. These

results are particularly relevant to strengthen the asset-/collateral-

based financial solutions (as per the categories in Section 4).

An evaluation comparing the AI model's performance to humans

was also carried out. A questionnaire was created and answered by

37 humans, where 10 random images from the test set were chosen,

and the question posed was “What do you think the end price of this

auction was?” The alternatives were the nine different price categories.

The results can be seen in Figure 3. The AI model accuracy, shown in

orange, achieved a score of 40%. This can be compared to the mean

human accuracy of 18.75% (green bar). Only two humans were equally

good as the AI, and only one beat it. Seven humans got a score of 0%.

Moreover, a majority human vote (red bar) only achieved 10%, not per-

forming better than random chance (11.11%). These results indicate

how hard it is for humans to estimate price ranges of used clothing

items, and that an AI model is able to better asses this value.

6 | DISCUSSION

There is an array of different PaaS scenarios, including both subscrip-

tion models, long- and short-term rentals and functional and perfor-

mance sales. The types of companies that operate (and want to

operate) PaaS business models are diverse and different from each

other (for example in terms of size and planned speed of scaling), as

are the products and services involved, implying that there is a need

for a varied set of financing solutions. Earlier studies have listed the

challenges of financing such PaaS-based CBMs (Linder et al., 2022) as

well as the solution strategies (Toxopeus et al., 2021) along the lines

of the lending technologies used by financiers, grouping them in

asset-/collateral-based, business case-based, and relationship-based.

We position our findings in line with these three categories and

further both confirm earlier research on challenges (Adams

et al., 2017; Govindan & Hasanagic, 2018; Grafström & Aasma, 2021;

Henry et al., 2020; Kirchherr et al., 2018; Tura et al., 2019; Vermunt

et al., 2019) and add more concrete solution suggestions:

The asset-based solutions we propose include product design for

value retention, actively building an aftermarket for products and ser-

vices, using contracts as collateral and using credit products, such as

leaseback, lease-on-lease, and stepwise loans. The business case-based

solutions proposed include making direct comparisons with the linear

model over a relevant period of time to show the advantage of the cir-

cular business case, stressing the linear risk and the high-quality reve-

nue projections of the circular case. In addition to this, the growth

rate might need to be controlled so that profitability can be made visi-

ble, and a more opportunistic approach is to convince the financier of

future profitability through the so-called CAC-LTV ratio. We also sug-

gest relationship-based solutions, emphasizing the relationship

between the PaaS-company and the financier, but also pointing at risk

sharing with customers through prepayments and crowdfunding, as

well as with actors in the supply chain. A truly deep understanding of

a customer segment might develop into industry-specific financial

actors. Involving other actors that can provide repair and refurbishing

services as well as the realization of the residual value of the product,

will also help providing trustworthiness in your case toward the

financier.

TABLE 4 Test accuracies for different machine learning models
and representations of the four price classifications task

Model Accuracy (%)

MLP (clip image) 49.32

MLP (clip text) 53.18

MLP (clip text + clip image) 54.37

Logistic reg (unigram) 54.12

Logistic reg (bigram) 56.11

MLP (bigram) 57.03

MLP (bigram + clip image) 57.40

TABLE 5 Test accuracies for different machine learning models
and representations of the nine price classifications task

Model Accuracy (%)

MLP (clip text + clip image) 33.86

Logistic reg (unigram) 34.33

Logistic reg (bigram) 36.08

MLP (bigram) 36.96

MLP (bigram + clip image) 37.2

FALLAHI ET AL. 9
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Furthermore, we have shown that it is possible to some extent to

predict auction end prices for categories clothing. Our results show

that image representations of auction items can be used to train a

small neural network to model the residual value. Together with text

representations from CLIP, the performance can be boosted. How-

ever, in the end the simplicity of only using unigram and bigram repre-

sentations gave the best results, combined with the image

representations. This is a promising result, indicating that AI-

F IGURE 1 Confusion matrix normalized over the predictions for the nine-class task for the best performing classification model, that is, the
MLP (bigram + clip image) model

F IGURE 2 Test errors (true-
predicted) for the nine-class task of the
best performing classification model, that
is, the MLP (bigram + clip image) model

10 FALLAHI ET AL.
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predictions could be used to better assess risk in asset- or collateral-

based risk assessment scenarios. An objective value calculated by an

AI-model could be used to strengthen the arguments for both asset-

based and business case-based assessments, since they would poten-

tially be more trustworthy than manually estimated values.

These suggested solutions for financing of CBMs sometimes

overlap, and they can be combined with each other. The solutions are

focused on how to solve the need for bank credit when scaling PaaS

models. Depending on the situation and development phase of the

PaaS firm, financing solutions could of course also include equity

investments and different forms of venture capital, especially in earlier

phases. It is also possible to solve some of the challenges of transition-

ing an existing linear company to a PaaS-based business through plac-

ing the circular business in a separate business unit or even company.

This could enable the use of more precise and suitable key figures and

financial ratios for the benchmark of business cases. Our conclusion

is, however, that at some point in the scaling of the PaaS business,

whether a start-up or an existing company, bank credit will be a nec-

essary prerequisite for most companies.

While residual value and the possibility to realize collateral

through the liquidation of the asset used as security is one of the key

aspects of credit assessment frameworks today, it should be noted

that in a future more circular world, where the value of products is

retained for as long as possible, it is possible—even likely—that there

will be no aftermarket for products in PaaS-based CBMs. The prod-

ucts will be kept by the PaaS provider and deliver value for a very long

time, until they can no longer be used for their purpose, and need to

move into a less value-preserving circular loop such as recycling. This

means that residual value as a concept will become less important.

This will also possibly blur the lines between the two credit

TABLE 6 Description of classes and price ranges (for four and
nine classes, respectively)

Class Price range (SEK)

0 1–50

1 51–75

2 76–150

3 151+

Class Price range (SEK)

0 1–34

1 35–49

2 50

3 51–79

4 80–103

5 104–154

6 155–249

7 250–400

8 401+

F IGURE 3 Results from the human evaluation. Accuracies for 32 humans (blue) and the proposed vision model (AICBM; orange) on
10 random images from the test set. We also report the achieved accuracy of the mean human (green) and majority human voting (red).

FALLAHI ET AL. 11
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assessment categories, asset-based and business-case based. For the

time being, however, it seems likely that solutions trying to predict

residual value in an objective way, such as the AI-model in our study—

and asset-based credit assessment in general—are important enablers

for the circular transition through PaaS CBMs.

7 | MANAGERIAL IMPLICATIONS

For the PaaS-companies, our research results have some important

practical implications. Firstly, the business case-based financial solu-

tions indicated above, are all directed toward the PaaS-company, giv-

ing them hands-on tips on how to present and package the circular

business case in the dialogue with potential financial partners. The

asset-based solution on future and modular product design also indi-

cates the importance of combining product and business model design

both for optimal circular results and for addressing the risk averse

financier. Solutions pointing at the need for new types of relationships

also give an indication to the PaaS-company of the importance of

establishing and developing networks and relationships beyond the

traditional ones, for example, to help establishing value retention

through repair and refurbishment partners and to establish residual

value points and aftermarkets, through more collaborations with—

potentially competitive—actors in the same sector.

Our AI results indicate that there are potential AI-based solutions

to tackle financing based on “hard-to-value” assets. And if residual

value predictions are combined with monitoring and predicting cus-

tomer, contract, and payment data, there is an opportunity for a “risk
monitor” that could potentially strengthen both the internal manage-

ment decisions and the dialogue with the financier. Moreover, AI

modeling of residual value can be used for other purposes than finan-

cial assessment. The quality of production and materials used in the

product (offered for sale or as a service) is of crucial value also for

strategic decision making in terms of product and business model

design decisions, for example, identifying frequent points of failures

of a product may give invaluable signals to improve the value reten-

tion of products.

For the banks and financial actors, this study points at several con-

crete solutions to be able to take on the financing challenge of CBMs.

The suggested list of credit instruments (leaseback, lease-on-lease and

stepwise loans) in the asset-based solutions, points at opportunities

that might not be new, but still seem under-explored and under-used

in relation to CBMs. Moreover, the suggested relationships-based

solutions have strong implications for banks and other financiers,

since they go beyond the normal bank–company relationships of

today, involving both closer collaboration and deeper business under-

standing, but also involving other partners that have the potential to

share the risk burden. This is a huge opportunity for learning and busi-

ness development for the bank and might even develop into realiza-

tion of new financing instruments and vehicles to better serve the

financing market for PaaS CBMs.

Further our results indicate that a machine learning model is a

much better predictor of residual values of used clothing than

humans. This is an important result, since collateral-based risk assess-

ment based on residual values is still important for banks, and if those

residual values were assessed by a machine instead of a human being,

they could be considered more neutral, trustworthy, and valid. More-

over, the possibility for an AI model to also assess “time before sell”
could further decrease the risks associated with taking over inven-

tory/assets in case of default.

8 | CONCLUSIONS

This study extends the short body of empirical literature on managing

transition to CBMs by paying particular attention to innovations

needed in financial risk assessment and financial instruments for

CBMs. The current study is the first to concurrently examine the

cross-section of CBMs, business ecosystems, finance, and artificial

intelligence by discussing the future of circular business ecosystems

and the nature of collaborations required between incumbents and

financial actors when moving from mainly linear to innovative CBMs.

This paper provides Circular Economy practitioners with recom-

mendations and insights related to potentials and challenges for

financing CBMs. Furthermore, it demonstrates how AI modeling can

be incorporated in financial risk assessment, presenting a novel AI

solution, which will be made openly available, and a thorough experi-

mental evaluation of its properties. This suggests that AI-based solu-

tions are applicable in the setting of CBMs and motivates further

work in this direction. Understanding what alternative financial solu-

tions in new circular business ecosystems could look like will in turn

decrease the perceived uncertainties and risks associated with prac-

tice of circular economy and can accelerate the transition

toward CBMs.

8.1 | Theoretical contributions

This article makes theoretical contributions to the literature on CBMs,

sustainable finance and servitization in the following ways:

First, our results contribute to CBM literature by particularly

responding to previous literature highlighting financial barriers to

CBM when firms transition from product-based to service-based busi-

ness models. We provide empirical solutions for sustainable financing

of CBMs from multiple stakeholders' viewpoint by focusing on both

product companies and financial actors needs and uncertainties. The

15 financial solutions provide concrete examples for how the circular

financing strategies suggested by Toxopeus et al. (2021) can be imple-

mented by product companies and financial actors.

Second, we show how application of cutting-edge digital technol-

ogies such as AI can facilitate modeling the residual value of products

and thereby calculating financial risks in circular economy. Awan et al.

(2021) found that among empirical studies of digital technologies in

the context of circular economy, artificial intelligence was discussed

only in a few works, while IoT was more prevalent. Rusch et al. (2022)

even revealed that the frequent occurrence of AI as a keyword in this

12 FALLAHI ET AL.
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setting did not reflect the prevalence of an AI-related research.

Instead, the keyword AI was in most cases assigned wrongly to papers

that did not even mention AI technology but only use references that

have the word “Artificial Intelligence” in the title. The experimental

model developed in the current article therefore fills this existing gap

and makes a novel and hand-on contribution to our understanding of

the importance of cross-section of digital technologies and circular

economy previously highlighted in the CBM literature (Chauhan

et al., 2022; Ellen McArthur Foundation, 2019).

8.2 | Limitations and suggestions for future
research

Our study has certain limitations that should be acknowledged when

interpreting the results and findings:

First, our study focused on financing solutions from the viewpoint

of large international banks and product companies that already have

developed PaaS-offerings and have a CBM in operation. This was to

be able to gain insights on financing solutions already in place and

possible learnings from previous experiences. These insights, how-

ever, are limited to specific products in the Swedish market and

adopting a broader case selection to test viability and feasibility of the

different financing solutions in different industries and markets would

provide more generalizable results. We recommend that future

research explores how market characteristics and customers' willing-

ness to pay can affect financing solutions available in different mar-

kets. From the financial point-of-view other types of risks than

residual value of assets are also interesting to explore, for example

risks related to different lengths and terms of contracts and risks

related to customer behavior and payment history.

Second, the AI-model and experimentation presented in this

paper was developed based on data from one of the largest second-

hand auction markets available in Sweden. The model was developed

based on one product category, which had the largest number of

transactions at the time data was exported. By extending the model

to other product categories, more insights can be generated for better

cross-case analysis. An interesting question for future research is to

investigate whether predictions of residual value is more critical and

generates more effect in risk assessment for specific product and

price classes. The proposed AI approach can be adapted to new set-

tings and other data sources, to enable such investigations.

Third, results from the AI model are based on predictions of resid-

ual values drawn from existing peer-to-peer transactions in an auction-

based second-hand market, which might not reflect the long-term

future residual values of products in a circular economy where items

are maintained, repaired, and reconditioned to retain value over a lon-

ger period. The model can therefore be further trained with other types

of data provided by product companies that retain ownership of the

products to prepare them better for circulation between multiple users.

Moreover, it is important to remember that the existing peer-to-peer

transactions are still bound by the limits of a linear economy that is

dominating on the markets. These values are not equally representative

in reflecting the residual value of products in a future scenario where

circular business models are up and running. We therefore propose

that the technology should be continuously updated and retrained to

mirror the changes through the transition from linear to circular busi-

ness models. This will decrease the potential error from transferring

the model from the linear domain to the circular domain.

Fourth, as more businesses embrace circular business models, an

AI model trained on residual values in a linear economy will no longer

be valid and may not reflect the dynamics present in the new setting.

We need more investigation into this and hope to be able to return to

it in future work. In this setting, other properties of items may be of

more interest. How much remaining life does an item have? What are

the detailed properties of an item at this point in time? What uses are

suitable for an item with a specific remaining life and specific proper-

ties? All these questions should be possible to model using AI tech-

niques, and as we further transform into circular economy, we will get

the data needed to start tackling them.

Finally, the collected data contains used items put online for sale

by individuals. The advertisements contain misspellings, varying for-

matting, and photographs produced by amateurs without editing. This

puts a cap on the accuracy achievable by a predictive model trained

on the data. Further investigation should be put into working with

data that was more curated, or more uniformly produced. Such data

may be available from online retailers, who run second-hand stores

for different brands, or from the brand owners themselves. For other

future work, it would be interesting to collect and use larger data sets

in the modeling. If data is collected over several months, or even

years, seasonality and trends could be used to further optimize when

the best time to sell an item is, and to estimate the profit. More fre-

quent collection and analysis of data, for example, on a daily basis,

could also potentially add value to risk assessments based on residual

value, especially for products in fast changing markets.
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APPENDIX A

Workshop 1 World Café/Six Thinking Hats (Stockholm, Sweden,

January 30, 2020)

World café instructions:

• Three groups/tables, split based on role (see next slide)

� Banks and financiers

� Product companies

� Innovation Enablers

• Discussion 2–3 questions per table/topic.

• One host per table, taking notes. Everyone else moves (after the

first round) to a table of choice. 20 + 10 + 10 min/table.

• Each discussion starts with the host doing a short “recap” of previ-
ous discussion(s)

• Summary and presentation 3 * 5 min by the hosts.

Groups and questions:

Banks and financiers (Financier A, Financier B, Financier E,

Financier F)

What type of information is critical for banks to be willing to take

risk in new circular business models and new types of collateral? (How

important are residual value and existing second-hand markets com-

pared to other aspects—persons, business case, cash flow?)

What are the most important aspects that AI and Machine learn-

ing can add to risk assessment of collateral, where historical data is

needed/lacking?

Product companies (OEM A, OEM B)

What type of product information can/should product companies

share to support the banks' risk assessments of CBMs? How do prod-

uct companies value risk and opportunities of CBM in their business?

How should banks and financiers preferably think and act to

enable the expansion of CBMs by product companies?

Innovation enablers (Enabler G, Enabler H, Enabler I)

What technologies are critical to enable financing of a transition

to CBM?

How can “intermediary technology-based companies”/“innova-
tion enablers” support this process?

What does the future business ecosystem (where banks and pro-

ducers work in closer collaboration to scale up CBM) look like? What

tech- or other supporting roles are there to fill?

Workshop 2 (On-line format facilitated by a Mural canvas, 28th

January 2021)

Purpose:

Identify and sharpen the understanding of how the business

model of the bank could support financing of PaaS models.

Workshop scenario:

Industry will go through an extensive transition to circular busi-

ness models and will—for example—transition from linear product

sales to keeping ownership of the products and selling their function.

We have resigned from earlier positions to start a new company—The

Function Bank AB—which will offer financial services to circular com-

panies offering function (or product-as-a-service). In the same way

that Omocom realized the lack of a specific service offer for functional

sales companies in the insurance industry, we see the potential of

competing with existing financiers with a service offer for functional

sales-based circular businesses. Today we will meet some potential

customers, both start-ups and established larger companies, to discuss

and collaborate on how to find a win-win solution.

Instructions—Part 1:

Describe the business model for Function Bank AB in the BMC

canvases—for the case of your group (B2C or B2B). Focus on the

value proposition (why would the customer buy your service) and

your key resources and key activities. Please also note which actor will

be the owner of the product, that is, have the booked value on its bal-

ance sheet.

The 30-min discussion in breakout-rooms. After that, each group

presents its business model, and we will comment and discuss each

other's results.

Instructions—Part 2:

Reflect on and answer the following questions. Work with your

case, or with both—free of choice.
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a. What other actors (outside the product company and the bank)

could enable the cases, and what roles could they take?

b. How would the business model/value proposition of Function

Bank AB be affected if their customers sell functions/pay-per-use

instead of subscriptions?

c. How can data and AI support your model?

The 15-min individual brainstorming. Note the answers on sticky

notes in the canvases.

The 45-min presentation and joint discussion.

APPENDIX B

In this work we are training two different models: a logistic regression

model and a neural network. Logistic regression is a simple algorithm

that can be trained to learn a linear mapping y = Wx+b from some

input data x to classes y. W is called a weight matrix and b a bias term,

both learned from the training data. A neural network (or multi-layer

perceptron, MLP) can be viewed as an extension of this where we add

layers of more weight matrices y = W2 (σ (W1x + b)). This gives the

model more capacity to learn more complex patterns in the data. σ is

called an activation function, and is a non-linear function added to

make it possible to learn non-linear patterns in the data.

In order to solve the auction end price classification task, we

have used the title and the description of each item as well as an

image of the item to make the prediction. For the text

descriptions, we have experimented with three different types of

representations: unigrams, bigrams, and Swedish CLIP embeddings. A

n-gram representation is a simple way of representing text and con-

sists of a sequence of n items (in our case words). For unigrams

(n = 1), this means that we for each sentence (or description of an

item) count which unique words are present. For a bigram (n = 2), we

instead count unique pairs of words, which gives us spatial informa-

tion of the sentence.

CLIP is a large deep learning model that is trained to predict

which images were paired with which texts in a dataset. We use the

Swedish language model in CLIP to create text representations of

item descriptions, and we use the vision model (a ResNet RN50x4) to

create image representations.
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